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Sunday Evening Chat 3 
 

Introducer: This is the Chilwell Broadcasting Co-orporation. Later this evening we have an 

exciting new series on hymns that have been deliberately pitched too high for most people to sing. 

Hosting the show will be the choirmaster from the renowned King’s College, Cleythorpe, the 

extremely venerable, and speaking from personal experience, rather jolly after a few snifters, 

Simbourne Wetwipe.  

But now, responding to popular demand from the public…no, really…we have a special Easter 

episode of that show which uncovers little of any consequence about the Bible…Sunday Evening 

Chat…hosted, once again, by Dale Doodle. 

 

Dale:  Hello, and welcome to a special Easter episode of Sunday Evening Chat. Regular 

listeners will no doubt be hoping that this episode will be the long-awaited show with a group of 

eminent lawyers on our panel. But, sadly, in spite of our best efforts, we have not received any 

interesting questions concerning law in the Bible. Instead, our office junior went out onto the 

streets of Chilwell and found four willing volunteers to host the panel this week. None have any 

expertise in the Bible, so nothing new there. So, lets meet our panel for this evening. First we have 

Clark Gable…is that your real name Clark? 

Clark:  Err, no. Were we supposed to use our real name? 

Dale:  Probably best not. Next, we have Gislane Morris. 

Gislane: Did I sign a document saying I had to do this show? 

Dale:  I think you can assume you did Gislane. Next, we have Chestor Long. 

Chestor: Does doing this show count towards community service? 

Dale:  No, Chestor, it doesn’t. And taking up the fourth place on the panel is Melody 

Meeker. Is that your real name, Melody? 

Melody: Yes, it is. When I was born my dad was working as editor for a music magazine, I 

think it was called Mojo, and so I was named after it. 

Dale:  Right…ok…so he wasn’t editor of the Melody Maker then? 

Melody: I don’t think so… 

Dale:  Mmmm.  So, now, ladies and gentlemen, if you’re feeling as hopeful  as I am that 

something worthwhile is going to be learnt about the Bible, you’ve probably already turned the 

radio off. But for those still listening, we shall have our first question…which comes from Mr Robert 

Harris from Birmingham. Robert writes… “The book of Jonah tells us the story of Jonah’s adventure 

with a whale and with the people of Nineveh. But it doesn’t tell us what happened when Jonah got 

home and had to explain his absence to his wife. Does the panel think there are some missing 

chapters to this story?” That’s an interesting question, Robert. Jonah could have had real problems 
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with his wife if she was of a suspicious nature. Maybe this wasn’t the first time Jonah had 

disappeared for a prolonged period of time. 

Gislane: There’s no mention of a wife, so this may not have been an issue. But if there was a 

wife, what would she have thought….(pause)? 

Dale:  Well, exactly, Gislane, that’s the question Robert wants answered…have you listened 

to this program before? 

Gislane: No. 

Dale:  Ok. Does anyone else have a view on this subject? 

Clark:  I went out on a fishing boat once, and the only thing I really remember about the trip 

was that I stank of fish at the end of it. 

Dale:  So…what is the point you’re making? 

Clark:  So, I reckon that Jonah would have smelt bad by the time he got home, having been 

inside a fish for three days…and yet he’d just returned from a city that is situated far from the sea. 

It must have been difficult explaining how this all happened to his wife. 

Melody: I wonder how long it took Jonah to tell his wife that he’d spent 3 days inside a fish? 

After all, people would think you’re bonkers if you claimed something like that. I got lost in the 

Spaghetti Junction for 3 days and no one believed me! 

Dale:  I don’t know about you, listeners, but the idea of being lost in the Spaghetti junction 

right now is starting to have an appeal! 

Clark:  Well, at least the smell of him would have been some evidence to back up his story. 

Dale:  Yes. Indeed Clark, that’s a good point. Chestor, have you got anything to add to this 

discussion? 

Chestor: I was thinking about the city of Nineveh. Perhaps the smell of Jonah is key to the 

success of Jonah’s mission. 

Melody: How do you mean? 

Chestor: Well, not only did he turn up at Nineveh with a message of doom for them to hear,  

but he also brought with him a whiff of what being doomed smelt like! 

Clark:  So, you’re saying the people of Nineveh repented because they didn’t want to end 

up smelling like Jonah? 

Chestor: I think so. The role of the fish was not just to get Jonah heading in the right direction. 

It also became the means by which Jonah would win the people over to his message! 

Dale:  Well, you heard it here first, folks! I think we’ll let that interesting thought just hang 

there in the air for a bit, as we don’t get them very often. Let’s see if we can maintain this level of 

discourse with our second question. I’m not feeling too hopeful! The question comes from Mrs 

Sadie Williams from Sydmouth. She writes, “In the Gospel of Mark, chapter 3, Jesus called two of 
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his  disciples, James and John, who were brothers,  the ‘Sons of Thunder’. Do the panel think that 

he would have got a bigger laugh from the crowd if he had called them the ‘Chuckle brothers’?” 

Yes, thank you Sadie, that’s just the sort of important question which has made this show what it is 

today! So, what do the panel think, ‘Sons of Thunder’ or ‘Chuckle brothers’? 

Gislane: Well, I think, if Jesus was comparing the two names purely on comedy value, he 

should have gone for the ‘Chuckle brothers’. But was getting a laugh from the crowd his only 

motive in naming these two men? 

Clark:  I don’t think it was fair that Jesus was making fun of these two disciples just to get a 

laugh from the crowd. But then, I don’t really know why he called them the ‘Sons of Thunder’ in the 

first place.  

Melody: Well, my brother used to be called “the thunder box” in our family. But that’s 

because he made….thunderous noises! 

Dale:  Yes, thank you Melody. My understanding was that the two brothers were quite hot-

tempered, which was why they got that nickname. 

Clark:  Does the Bible actually say that this was the reason why Jesus named them the ‘Sons 

of Thunder’? 

Dale:  Well, no. But that has always been the traditional understanding. 

Chestor: Perhaps Jesus was using some psychology here? Perhaps they did have a problem 

with losing their temper,  and the nickname was a light-hearted way of getting them to face up to 

this issue! 

Melody: But in that case, wouldn’t the ‘Chuckle brothers’ have been a better name for them 

if he wanted it to be ‘light-hearted’?  

Gislane: I’m with you, Melody, the ‘Chuckle brothers’ is much funnier! 

Chestor: Maybe they were called the ‘Chuckle brothers’, but when Mark let it be known that 

he was writing his gospel, James and John persuaded him to change the name to make it sound a 

bit more manly! 

Dale:  Well, we could speculate about this one forever, but time is running out, and we still 

have one more question to toy with. So our third question comes from Mr Hilary Cotton from Bury 

St Edmunds. Hilary writes, “In chapter nine of Luke’s gospel, we are told that Moses and Elijah 

appear with Jesus to talk about what he was going to do in Jerusalem. A little later it says, ‘As the 

time approached for him to be taken up to heaven, Jesus resolutely set out for Jerusalem.’ So my 

question is, what would the panel have done if they were Jesus?” 

Hmm. That’s an unusually serious question to ask for this show Hilary…but, ok, let’s see what the 

panel members have to say about it. Clark, why don’t you begin. 

Clark:  You’re asking me to think about something I’ve never thought about before! I guess 

the honest answer is that, unlike Jesus, I would have resolutely set out for Damascus and claimed 

political asylum there. Then I would have kept a low profile and hoped for the best. 
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Dale:  Gislane. What would you do? 

Gislane: I think I would have irresolutely headed for Jerusalem. Taken my time about it and 

hoped that things got a bit more friendly towards me as I dawdled my way there. 

Dale:  Ok. What about you Chestor? 

Chestor: I would go to Jerusalem. But I would also have been a lot more careful about my 

message. Try to hold back from saying or doing things that would antagonise the Jewish authorities 

in the Temple. Perhaps, send some of my disciples ahead to negotiate a deal with the Sanhedrin 

before I got there. 

Dale:  Well, these are all good thoughts. And Melody, what do you think you would do? 

Melody: I read this chapter in Luke’s gospel. In verse 35 God speaks to Jesus’ disciples and 

says, “This is my son, whom I have chosen; listen to him.” No one ever really chose me to do 

anything. So, if someone as important as God showed up and told me that I was his daughter and I 

was chosen to do a special job for him, whatever it was, I think I would try my best to do it. I’d have 

to, sort of, close my eyes and grit my teeth, and push myself to keep going…I’d be really scared, but 

I’d try to do what God wanted me to do, and hope that he would look after me, and get me through 

whatever was coming my way. 

(pause) 

Dale:  Well, thank you, each of you, for your honesty. It’s certainly given us some food for 

thought. So, that’s it for our special Easter episode of Sunday Evening Chat. I hope you’ve enjoyed 

the show and we’ll see you again soon. 

Goodnight! 

 

 


